Introduction
The prospects for typing 200-300 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in one multiplexed sequencing analysis are now much more realistic with the emergence of fast, compact nextgeneration sequencing systems (NGS), such as Life Technologies Ion Torrent and Illumina MiSeq [1, 2] . SNPs have the benefit of complimenting conventional forensic STR analysis by providing information about the DNA donor that can progress a criminal investigation lacking any leads beyond knowledge of gender.
Principal amongst the complimentary data generated by SNP analysis is the inference of genetic ancestry and prediction of common physical traits, with SNP-based analysis of pigmentation now established as a viable investigative tool [3] [4] [5] . Until the development of compact NGS approaches, forensic ancestry analysis centered on small-scale multiplexes of carefully chosen SNPs and Indels, exemplified by a 34-SNP SNaPshot multiplex and a 46-Indel dye-labeled PCR multiplex [6] [7] [8] . Once optimized, we successfully applied these tests to a variety of challenging DNA cases [9] [10] [11] [12] and their combination into 80-marker profiles provides good data depth, short-amplicon PCRs sensitive to degraded DNA and complimentary features including Indel's enhanced ability to detect mixed DNA. However, the original choice of ancestry informative markers, particularly components Emerging next-generation sequencing technologies will enable DNA analyses to add pigmentation predictive and ancestry informative (AIM) SNPs to the range of markers detectable from a single PCR test. This prompted us to re-appraise current forensic and genomics AIM-SNPs and from the best sets, to identify the most divergent markers for a five population group differentiation of Africans, Europeans, East Asians, Native Americans and Oceanians by using our own online genome variation browsers. We prioritized careful balancing of population differentiation across the five group comparisons in order to minimize bias when estimating co-ancestry proportions in individuals with admixed ancestries. The differentiation of European from Middle East or South Asian ancestries was not chosen as a characteristic in order to concentrate on introducing Oceanian differentiation for the first time in a forensic AIM set. We describe a complete set of 128 AIM-SNPs that have near identical population-specific divergence across five continentally defined population groups. The full set can be systematically reduced in size, while preserving the most informative markers and the balance of population-specific divergence in at least four groups. We describe subsets of 88, 55, 28, 20 and 12 AIMs, enabling both new and existing SNP genotyping technologies to exploit the best markers identified for forensic ancestry analysis.
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of the 34-plex SNP test, reflected the state of knowledge of human SNP variation some nine years ago. Now much more extensive SNP catalogs can be screened for suitable candidate markers with major human genome initiatives including HapMap, 1000 Genomes and Complete Genomics publicly releasing project data to allow identification of the best markers for ancestry inference purposes. We decided to build, from a completely refreshed list of candidates, a new ancestry SNP (AIM-SNP) panel using our own bio-informatics search tools [13, 14] that front-end public genome data. Reconfiguring a forensic AIM-SNP set allows several characteristics to be prioritized: (i) identifying the most powerful differentiators for each population comparison; (ii) finding alternative loci with near-identical frequency distributions due to LD-block correlations [15] when SNP multiplexing problems arise, and (iii) carefully balancing marker combinations to give equivalent levels of differentiation between population groups comprising: Africans, Europeans, East Asians, Native Americans and Oceanians. The third characteristic is the most desirable for ensuring less biased assessments of admixture proportions in individuals with detectable co-ancestry-a significant demographic feature of urban populations and regions with histories of population movement (see Chapter 14 of [16] ). However, population differentiation balance is also the most challenging characteristic to achieve, since, of the above five groups, Native American and Oceanian variation is not represented in any of the full human SNP catalogs. Luckily, more than 650,000 SNPs have been characterized for the CEPH Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP-CEPH) with two Oceanian populations and five American populations [17] , so suitable SNPs can be identified for differentiating these two groups, albeit from much smaller sample sizes.
This paper outlines the AIM-SNPs chosen to construct a set of 128 markers suitable for inclusion in forensic NGS tests. The set maintains near-identical population differentiation balance between admixture contributors originating from the five main continentally defined population groups. Therefore the AIM-SNPs together allow analysis of admixed individuals, provided the coancestry contributors themselves are not admixed. The AIMs are applicable to a large proportion of the worldwide distribution of human populations, including regions where populations meet and admixture contributors are not necessarily confined to Europeans, Africans or East Asians, e.g. American contributors in the USA and South America or Oceanians in Australia. However, differentiation of European from Middle East or South Asian sub-groups of Eurasia was ignored in favor of ensuring Oceanian differentiation comparable to the other groups. The possibility of allele frequency bias in the populations used to select AIM-SNPs can still exist so we attempted to minimize this by using at least two geographically separated populations per group. Four populations likely to be divergent from those used for selection were also tested to gauge the degree of allelic heterogeneity they exhibited for the same SNPs. Because size constraints can still apply to PCR multiplexes in all technologies, (forensic NGS tests may include STRs as main components), we also reduced the SNP set to smaller scale subsets while maintaining the population differentiation balance at each stage of reduction. Lastly, we describe Sequenom iPLEX 1 MALDI-TOF genotyping tests used to validate additional population variation in the AIM-SNPs chosen and to assess each SNP's multiplex performance ahead of porting them to larger-scale NGS chemistries.
Materials and methods

Sources of AIM-SNPs and allele frequencies in the five main global population groups
Candidate AIM-SNPs were compiled from three sources: (i) SNP sets previously developed for a range of forensic ancestry test initiatives at Santiago (USC); (ii) allele frequency screens of the Stanford HGDP-CEPH 650 K SNP dataset [17, 18] -identifying SNPs with the highest divergence between targeted population comparisons by finding the top 5% most differentiated in each case, and (iii) AIM-SNP lists published both before and after availability of whole genome scan (WGS) high-density SNP arrays. This third approach collected a large number of SNPs highly informative for ancestry but previously systematically excluded from WGS SNP sets due to their lack of association power (e.g. rs16891982 shows a highly differentiated G allele, close to fixation in Europeans and therefore uninformative for correlated variation in SLC45A2 where it is sited). Mainly, SNPs identified as good AIMs prior to use of WGS arrays are commonly part of forensic ancestry sets and include many of the best population differentiators such as rs2814778, rs16891982, rs1426654 and rs3827760, all absent from WGS sets. As Stanford HGDP-CEPH SNP data uses Illumina 650 K WGS array genotyping, the second strategy appears contradictory. However, we identified Oceanian and Native American informative SNPs from Stanford HGDP-CEPH data, as Illumina selected the 650,000 loci based solely on European, African and East Asian variability. Sources of SNP variation we scrutinized are outlined in Fig. 1 . Published SNP sets were: 178 of the DNAprint Ancestry-by-DNA forensic set of Halder et al. [19] ; 128 of the American population analysis panel of Kosoy et al. [20, 21] ; 445 of the Latin American Cancer Epidemiology (LACE) group's American population analysis panel of Galanter et al. [22] ; 47 of the forensic ancestry panel of Kersbergen et al. [23] , and; 55 listed in FROGkb, forming several Kiddlab forensic ancestry panels [24] . AIM-SNPs from previous USC developments comprised: 34 of an established forensic ancestry panel [7, 10] ; 28 of a EuropeanAfrican admixture detection panel (unpublished); 25 of a CT-SNP set developed for enhanced SNaPshot peak balance (unpublished); 46 of a USC-Applied Biosystems Genplex forensic AIM-SNP set, developed in 2007-8 but not released as a kit [25] , and 48 of a Sequenom iPLEX 1 case-control association study (CCAS) stratification adjustment panel [26] . A further $260 American-and Oceanian-informative SNPs were identified by screening Stanford HGDP-CEPH data, including 28 SNPs already forming a dedicated Oceanian-informative forensic SNaPshot multiplex, termed Pacifiplex (publication in preparation). Nine Oceanian-and six East Asian-informative SNPs were novel selections for this study. The above ten sets provided 1031 SNPs for scrutiny. There was some SNP commonality between USC and independently published forensic ancestry sets, comprising: rs16891982, rs2814778 in Kiddlab's FROGkb set and DNAprint; rs12913832, rs1426654, rs2471552, rs2715883 in the FROGkb set (only rs12498138 in the published Kiddlab set [24] ) and rs3827760 in Kersbergen's set.
Candidate SNP allele frequencies were collected for African (herein AFR), European (EUR) and East Asian (E ASN) reference populations in 1000 Genomes using the USC ENGINES online browser [14] . The ENGINES portal accesses $28 million variant sites in 14 populations but we chose the ten unadmixed populations combined in three groups to assess candidate's allele frequency distributions. American (herein AME) and Oceanian (OCE) allele frequencies were collected from Stanford HGDP-CEPH SNP data using the USC SPSmart online browser [13] [28] ). Fst and I n metrics were applied once markers had been ordered by their population-specific differentiation values, but note Fst and I n normally measure overall population divergence, whereas summed d estimates provide the optimum way to identify best markers for any one pairwise population differentiation. This is particularly important when selecting SNPs to differentiate closely related populations that share recent demographic history and therefore show reduced divergence, as demonstrated by most E ASN-AME allele frequency differences. OCE-informative SNPs had not been identified in any previously compiled AIM-SNP sets so we accessed USC lists of the top 5% most divergent markers compiled to construct Pacifiplex.
A minimum one megabase (Mb) inter-marker spacing filter was applied to prevent multiple, highly divergent SNPs from the same genomic segment (i.e. in linkage disequilibrium: LD) occupying the top of each population differentiation ranking. Choosing multiple markers with limited recombination between them can bias co-ancestry proportion estimates in admixed individuals. Furthermore, LD can sometimes extend beyond 1 Mb -notably in the very high extended haplotype homozygosities seen in the LCT region due to rapid recent evolution in North Europe [29] . However, such instances are well-documented, so we checked LD using HapMap D' estimates between only the most closely sited SNP pairs. The same phenomenon of allele frequency correlations in closely sited SNPs was exploited to broaden the choice of alternative candidates when first-strike markers failed in multiplex. We previously observed that a series of SNPs with identical allele frequencies occurred in succession in a large number of locations in the human genome [15] . Therefore alternative markers are often available to select with no change in their differentiation power. We used the SPSmart chromosome segment query option when alternative SNPs were required and one example in the VRK1 gene is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1A .
A key goal was balancing the degree of differentiation as equally as possible amongst all five population groups. To achieve this we calculated the population-specific Divergence (PSD) I n value in each population group for each SNP candidate. PSD is equivalent to the locus specific branch length (LBSL) I n measurement described by Galanter et al. and used to balance AFR-EUR-AME population divergence in the LACE SNP set [22] . PSD values were calculated by uploading 1000 Genomes and Stanford HGDP-CEPH SNP genotypes into the Snipper forensic ancestry analysis portal [7, 11] -deriving each SNP's PSD by pairwise labeling of uploaded populations: i.e. AFR:non-AFR (all other groups), EUR:non-EUR, etc. Snipper calculates Divergences from uploaded SNP data, but values are higher than Rosenberg's I n (I n = Snipper Divergence Â 0.69), with cumulative values obtained by addition. We first identified the most powerful OCE -then AME-informative SNPs followed by those of the other three groups, carefully gauging the cumulative values until reaching a point of PSD convergence while aiming for $120-140 SNPs in combination.
Marker subsets for smaller-scale multiplexed forensic tests
To aid development of ancestry panels for established forensic technologies such as SNaPshot, the completed set of balanced divergence AIM-SNPs (herein the Global AIM-SNP set) was systematically reduced in size to a minimum number of markers capable of successfully classifying AFR-EUR-E ASN, these plus AME, then these plus OCE, while keeping the PSD values balanced throughout each stage of reduction. Additionally, since forensic NGS multiplex designs may opt to combine core STRs, identification SNPs and pigmentation-predictive SNPs alongside AIM-SNPs, we also compiled SNP sets suitable for such purposes into sets aiming for $90 and 50-60 components.
Validation of candidate and selected AIM-SNPs using Sequenom iPLEX 1 genotyping
Sequenom iPLEX 1 MALDI-TOF genotyping was used as the system of choice to: (i) assess multiplex performance of component SNPs, albeit in smaller-scale PCR reactions; (ii) genotype key candidate SNPs with the HGDP-CEPH panel when this data was not available from the Stanford study; (iii) check genotyping concordance between NGS chemistries and an established mediumthroughput SNP typing system. A total of 126 autosomal AIM-SNPs plus X-and Y-chromosome SNPs were amplified in 5 multiplexes (termed Global 1 to 5) using the Sequenom iPLEX 1 system as detailed in Supplementary File S1. All iPLEX 1 primer sequences are listed in Supplementary Table 1A .
The sensitivity of the Global 1-5 iPLEX tests was examined twice in two samples at dilutions: 20, 10, 5,1.25 0.5 ng/mL. DNA concentrations were determined using the PCR products were purified with 4 mL Exo-SAP IT (Affymetrix) to 10 mL PCR products, incubating for 15 min at 37 8C then 15 min at 80 8C. PCR products were sequenced using the BigDye Terminator Kit (LT) following manufacturer's recommended protocols. Sequences were analyzed on a 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (LT) with 36 cm capillary arrays and POP-4 polymer (LT).
Tri-allelic SNPs included in the selection process
We previously identified several tri-allelic SNPs exhibiting highly skewed allele frequency distributions amongst the five groups. We included SNPs: rs4540055 and rs5030240, already part of the 34-plex test that successfully identified mixed source DNA from donors with different ancestries (notably when third alleles show contrasting common and rare frequencies in contributor populations [8] ). Unlike WGS techniques, sequencing or iPLEX and SNaPshot SBE tests reliably detect three alleles at substitution sites, so another four tri-allelic SNPs were added and their HGDP-CEPH allele frequencies are summarized in Supplementary Fig. S2 .
Population analyses
The Global AIM-SNP set was assessed for ability to infer coancestry proportions in 1000 Genomes ASW, MXL, PUR and CLM admixed populations (described in Section 2.1). We compared coancestry components detected using 128 Global AIM-SNPs and 350 of 445 LACE SNPs (AME data not available for 95): comprising a large-scale CCAS analysis panel [22] designed to differentiate AFR-EUR-AME admixture components, with E ASN and OCE components not expected to be detectable parts of the above four 1000 Genomes admixed population's ancestry profiles.
We applied standard population analysis approaches of STRUCTURE and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). STRUCTURE (v.2.3.3) was used with CLUMPP and distruct software [31] , applying parameters: Burnin = 100,000; MCMC steps = 100,000; Admixture/POPFLAG model with correlated allele frequencies and 5 iterations. PCA used R v.2.11.1 and the SNPassoc package [32] . Values of K clusters from 2 to 8 were explored but K:5 was identified as the optimum number of populations from comparison of posterior probabilities given by XjK. Although Snipper analysis can also be applied to these assessments, it is qualitative rather than quantitative, i.e. providing a classification based on the two highest ancestry likelihoods but not currently accounting for admixture. However, Supplementary File S2 provides the five group-128 SNP Snipper training set, adaptable for any marker subsets by removing columns.
A proportion of populations in any one group can be divergent from those we used for AIM-SNP selection and this may reduce the ability of the marker set to be optimally informative for all regions of a population group's geographic distribution. We assessed within-group variation in SNP allele frequencies by analyzing 62 Greenlanders, 32 Fijians and 77 Somalis in 116/128 SNPs with these additional samples exemplifying geographically distinct populations in America, Oceania and Africa. We also typed 22 Pathan Pakistanis from the HGDP-CEPH panel to compare to European allele frequency distributions. In addition, within-group variation of SNPs reported for HGDP-CEPH by Stanford were analyzed, although this data set comprises 75/128 marker coverage. SNP data from the 45 extra populations was analyzed using Arlequin (v.3.5.1.3) and STRUCTURE.
Results
Characteristics of the ancestry informative SNPs selected
A final set of 122 bi-allelic and 6 tri-allelic SNPs were selected from a total candidate pool of 189 loci (and 12 tri-allelic) and are detailed in Table 1 and Supplementary Table S2A . All candidate SNPs from sources detailed in Section 2.1 are listed in Supplementary Table S2B . Global AIM-SNP allele frequency distributions in five population groups are summarized in Fig. 2 . The cumulative PSD values in each group required a smaller number of AFRinformative SNPs and for 28 candidates, Oceanian and American allele frequency data was absent from the Stanford HGDP-CEPH study so these loci were kept in reserve. This pool of alternative SNPs able to substitute loci failing in multiplex comprised: 6 triallelics; 12 AFR-; 17 EUR-; 7 AME-; 2 E ASN-and one OCEinformative SNP (rows 138-203, Supplementary Table S2A) .
To measure the overall population differentiation power of the 128 Global AIM-SNPs, we compared their individual Fst values for three, four and five group comparisons with SNPs in the Kosoy ancestry set [20] . The Kosoy set also has 128 AIM SNPs and only rs9522149 in common. Observed Fst values are shown in ascending order in Fig. 3 . Average Fst values for AFR-EUR-E ASN comparisons are Kosoy = 0.260, Global = 0.378, AFR-EUR-E ASN-AME comparisons: 0.321 vs. 0.438 and AFR-EUR-E ASN-AME-OCE: 0.309 vs. 0.487. Overall, only 38 of 384 SNP comparisons indicate higher differentiation power for Kosoy SNPs, none for Fst values for AFR-EUR-E ASN-AME-OCE comparisons. As with the LACE panel, Kosoy's SNP set aims to primarily differentiate AFR, EUR and AME co-ancestry components as these are found in a large proportion of US and Latin American admixed individuals used in association studies. Therefore many individual Fst values should be higher for AFR-EUR-E ASN-AME comparisons. However, only 21 Kosoy SNPs have higher Fst values for this comparison. The largest contrast of average Fst is observed in AFR-EUR-E ASN-AME-OCE comparisons, with 63% higher differentiation in Global AIM-SNPs. Lastly, a noticeable jump in Fst values is seen in the four and five-group charts for about 10 Global AIM-SNPs at the far right. These could be considered the core forensic AIM-SNP set, showing the highest Supplementary Fig. S3 charts the inter-marker Mb spans on each chromosome, indicating a median 14.8 Mb distance amongst syntenic Global AIM-SNPs, while highlighting four pairs with below average close physical linkage (including two transgressions of the 1 Mb filter). HapMap data indicated absence of correlated allele frequencies across 500 kb distances (maximum possible in Haploview) within each span. Therefore, these SNP pairs lack allelic correlation and unless very recently admixed (e.g. parentally), correlations between ancestry-informative alleles in individuals with co-ancestry will erode rapidly [33] .
Balancing population-specific Divergence levels and subsets of the full Global AIM-SNP set
The five sets of SNPs listed in Table 1 and Supplementary Table  S2A that . Therefore this SNP set has nearidentical power to differentiate all five population groups, allows balanced analysis of each of the ten pairwise group comparisons and can be used to assess patterns of admixture without exaggerating the contribution of any one group due to an excess of informative markers for that group compared to the others. Supplementary  Table S3 . Construction of smaller scale subsets from the most divergent SNPs, examined how low the number of AIMs can be reduced while preserving both balance and classification success (using Snipper cross-validation). The three smallest subsets are summarized in Supplementary Fig. S4 , which shows 12 SNPs reach a three group PSD of 3 and 100% classification success, extending this subset to 20 SNPs adds 100% classification success for Americans and extension to 28 provides reasonable PSD balance across four groups, converging on 4.7-5.0.
The Sequenom iPLEX Global genotyping tests
Amongst the five optimized iPLEX tests, 12/128 SNPs were not incorporated, a 90.6% assay conversion rate. Supplementary Fig.  S1B outlines five alternatives from the same divergent chromosome segments with four showing near-identical allele frequency distributions. The failed AFR-informative SNP rs1871534 could be replaced with equivalent markers rs4598087 or rs7778058 and failed EUR-informative rs17287498 with rs2855557. Nine additional SNPs are in the iPLEX tests for allele frequency validation purposes (including rs4598087, rs7778058, rs2855557) so all three alternatives are already included. Sequencing confirmed iPLEX allele calls made from imbalanced peaks in rs2789823, rs8137373, rs1557553 and rs2471552, with no clustering SNP sites observed. Therefore allele peak balance parameters were adjusted in the R scripts to accommodate the peak height skews observed. One partially silent allele was identified for rs12913832, with sequencing revealing an A to G variant in position 3 of the reverse PCR primer (data not shown). This variant likely reduces amplification efficiency of the rs12913832-A allele and was not previously reported in dbSNP, 1000 Genomes, or amongst users of the 34plex ancestry test and Irisplex/HIrisplex forensic pigmentationpredictive tests that all include this SNP [3, 4, 7] .
Initial forensic sensitivity assessments of the five iPLEX tests are summarized in Supplementary File S1C. Optimum template DNA was gauged to be !1.25 ng for Global2, 3 and 4, but somewhat higher for Global1 and 5 at !5 ng. This data suggests these MALDI-TOF tests will provide a viable forensic technique as well as a simple system for generating extended population data to further explore global variability in the Global AIM-SNPs. Tables S4 lists 187 individual co-ancestry proportions and their averages in the four admixed populations for AFR-EUR-AME coancestry components. Global SNPs gave average proportions for ASW of: AFR = 73.7%-EUR = 21.6%-AME = 4.7%; CLM = 9%-67.3%-23.7%; MXL = 8.1%-46.7%-45.2%; PUR = 12.1%-74.7%-13.2%; while LACE gave: ASW of: AFR = 75.3%-EUR = 20.8%-AME = 3.9%; CLM = 9.3%-66.8%-23.9%; MXL = 4.5%-49.0%-46.5%; PUR = 12.9%-75.0%-12.1%. These comparisons show minimal differences in coancestry proportion estimates between each SNP set of about 1%, reaching a maximum 3.6% difference for the AFR component estimates in MXL. The very close match between SNP sets is also shown by the mean and quartile differences in individual coancestry proportion estimates listed and charted in Supplementary  Table S4 . The great majority of estimates differ by much less than Fig. 2 . Allele frequency distributions of the Global AIM-SNP set arranged into the five groups they best differentiate plus tri-allelic SNPs. Column numbers identify individual SNPs ranked by population-group informativeness in Table 1 . Mid-gray bars in tri-allelic SNPs denote reference allele, light gray and black bars 2nd and 3rd alleles respectively. Supplementary Table S2A. 5% between each SNP set, reaching a maximum 8% difference for the 75% quartile in MXL, AFR component estimates. Therefore the 128 SNPs we have collected provide a very close match, in terms of admixture detection capabilities, to a powerful AIM-SNP set almost three-fold larger and centered in its selection on three of the five population groups the Global set differentiates. Fig. 5B shows three PCA plots that link to the STRUCTURE cluster plots above. PCA with 128 Global SNPs of reference populations alone (Fig. 5B1 ) estimated the first three principal components (PC) accounted for PC1 = 32.8%, PC2 = 18.7% and PC3 = 6.4% of the total variation. In the case of the middle and righthand PCA plots (Figs. 5B2-3 ), visual inspection is the only means to assess how well the co-ancestry analysis capabilities of both SNP sets match. Cluster patterns generally appear well matched with very similar outlier positions for three mid-cluster ASW and one PUR. These plots suggest the smaller 128 SNP Global set would give consistent positioning of admixed individuals on PC1-PC2 plots compared with the larger LACE set, in agreement with the findings from STRUCTURE analyses. The PC1-PC2 and PC2-PC3 plots from the left-hand PCA analysis of Fig. 5B are shown in Supplementary  Fig. S5 . Individual PCAs (and PC1-PC2 estimates) for the four admixed 1000 Genomes study populations combined in Fig. 5B2 are also included.
Assessment of within-population group heterogeneity of selected AIM-SNPs
Analysis of within-population, within-group and betweengroup SNP allele frequency heterogeneity was assessed with pairwise Fst values and average pairwise genotype differences generated by Arlequin. Analyses compared the 1000 Genomes-CEPH populations used for AIM selection with additional CEPH AFR, EUR and E ASN populations or with four novel divergent populations, and are summarized in Fig. 6 . Additionally, STRUC-TURE analyses were made of the complete HGDP-CEPH panel, restricted to the 75/128 SNPs in the Stanford data. The resulting plot of the optimum K:6 clusters is shown in the lower graphic of Fig. 5A . Genetic cluster patterns for novel AFR, EUR and E ASN populations are mainly the same as their 1000 Genomes counterparts. The sixth, yellow cluster is confined to Central-South Asians and Caucasian Adygei (the most closely sited European population). However, Central-South Asian and Middle East populations do not produce distinctive clusters since Global AIM selection did not target differentiation of Europeans from these Eurasian subgroups. A comparison of the STRUCTURE cluster plot with the comprehensive analysis of the same samples by Li et al. that detected seven clusters (Fig. 1 in [17] ), indicates some closely matching patterns for many populations, notably: Adygei, Russian, Hazara, Uygur, Yakut, Cambodian and Melanesian. Overall, despite the constraint of analyzing only 60% of SNP data, STRUCTURE analysis of 30 new AFR, EUR, E ASN populations does not reveal significant allele frequency heterogeneity. Similarly, Arlequin analysis shows low within-group divergences for the same groups (first, third and fourth large diagonal boxes, upper plot of Fig. 6) .
A lack of heterogeneity amongst the selected AIMs can be attributed to the loci as much as the populations we added to Fig. 6 . Arlequin population divergence analyses of pairwise Fst (blue squares), pairwise between-population genotype differences (green) and pairwise within-population differences (orange). Upper chart plots comparisons of HGDP-CEPH populations with equivalent 1000 Genomes populations, restricted to 75/128 SNPs. Lower chart shows comparisons of four additional study populations likely to be divergent from 1000 Genomes/CEPH populations used for AIM selection. Upper chart values, listed left, show within-group Fst averages (lower half of large diagonal boxes) indicating very low within-group divergence is maintained adding HGDP-CEPH populations to those used for selection. Raised Fst is evident within the American group, particularly amongst admixed 1000 Genomes CLM, MXL, PUR. Lower chart Fst values on the left indicate a uniformly high ratio of between-group to within-group divergence. However, divergence between Greenland and other AME populations is very high, while there is markedly reduced divergence between East Asians and Fijians -values likely reflecting different demographic histories between Arctic vs. Meso-S American populations and Near vs. Far Oceanian populations respectively. extended analyses, i.e. in SNPs at or near to fixation there is limited scope for drift to strongly influence very low frequency alleles. In contrast, a review of certain Arlequin pairwise comparisons in Fig. 6 reveals admixture or divergent population origins can create higher levels of heterogeneity that may affect how well the AIMs we selected differentiate all populations worldwide. 1000 Genomes CLM, MXL and PUR patterns indicate substantial divergence can occur from admixture. All three show less divergence from EUR populations than AME, as well as raised within-population heterogeneity.
Lastly, differences in the origins and demographics of populations placed in the same group due to geographic proximity can create the largest levels of within-group heterogeneity. Greenlanders produced distinctive patterns of pairwise Fst, shown in the lower plot of Fig. 6 , suggesting they are different to all the populations we used for AIM selection. While EUR admixture may contribute some divergence, most of the heterogeneity seen is more likely to be due to the unique peopling of Greenland in two very recent migratory waves: from Siberia by Paleo-Eskimos 4500 years ago and from Beringia by Inuit 1000 years ago [34] -in stark contrast to the separate, earlier colonization of the rest of America. Some heterogeneity is also seen in Fijians, not in increased divergence within OCE, but in much reduced divergence with E ASN. The observation of divergence between Near and Far Oceania is, again, likely to reflect differences in the origins of the migrant populations that first colonized two distinct parts of the same continent (reviewed in Chapter 13 of [16] ) as well as recent migration from e.g. South Asians. While it can be argued that strong divergence within a group will compromise the ability of the AIMs selected to fully differentiate populations, when we construct Snipper training sets of both Greenlanders and Fijians, in place of AME and OCE data or in addition to the five groups (as provided in Supplementary File S1), all samples are assigned correctly to their population of origin.
Discussion
This study shows the current extensive human genome variation catalogs can be easily accessed and their allele frequency data used to select highly differentiating ancestry informative SNPs. We were able to build sets with a range of sizes that meet the statistical power demands of forensic analysis, while focusing on the key characteristic of population differentiation balance. Although prompted by the previous study of Galanter, that addressed AFR-EUR-AME populations [22] , for all but the smallest subsets, we successfully kept five population group comparisons equally well differentiated and did not confine SNP informativeness to three or four global groups. Up until now, many AIM-SNP selections have ignored balanced differentiation of East Asians in favor of the closely related Native American group. Such approaches preclude unbiased and globally applicable analysis of a forensic sample of unknown geographic origin, despite East Asian admixture being rare in The Americas, and despite Oceanian ancestry representing a minor proportion of the worldwide demographic landscape outside of Australia, New Zealand and Hawaii.
The SPSmart genome browsers [13, 14] proved to be particularly valuable aids to building comprehensive forensic AIM-SNP sets in three respects. Firstly, they provide the only viable means to interrogate hundreds of markers with specific population properties in the same query, whereas 1000 Genomes, HapMap and HGDP-CEPH data gateways only allow SNPs to be screened locusby-locus. Secondly, the option to identify groups of SNPs with identical allele frequency patterns, and therefore divergence [15] , is straightforward in SPSmart by defining the chromosome segment to be queried, thus providing alternative markers for many first-strike SNPs that fail in multiplex or NGS analysis due to poor context sequence. Thirdly, SPSmart enables a very simple system for downloading genotype data from selected population groupings for porting into Snipper to assess patterns of divergence amongst markers and population pairings chosen.
With our study's primary focus on equilibrating the differentiation power evenly amongst five population groups, it is important to assess how well the Global AIM-SNP set can gauge admixture between them and whether forensic analysis has the right tools for the task. Our assessments of both of these aspects remain somewhat limited by the availability of data, being confined to four populations from The Americas. The imminent data release of 1000 Genomes Peruvians from Lima (PEL) may reveal East Asian admixture components, while the recent detailed study of American populations by Reich et al. also provides useful SNP data [35] . Analysis of Fijians with 116/128 SNPs suggests that divergence between Near and Far Oceania is detectable but small, although recent migration and integration of South Asians to Fiji is an additional factor that should be considered in any interpretation of ancestry patterns. Furthermore, the distinction between populations with admixture and those on continental margins where absence of geographic barriers has led to increased geneflow, is a complicating factor that requires caution and makes population analyses challenging when moving beyond unadmixed 'continental' populations such as the reference data used in this study. For example, it is not straightforward to distinguish allele frequency patterns found in North Africans from those found in admixed US African-Americans (see Fig. 4 of [28] ). STRUCTURE provides the most commonly applied system for estimating coancestry components in admixed individuals by accurately defining the optimum number of genetic clusters in the data [18, 26, 30] . However, there are widely held doubts about the validity of using mid-continental reference populations and not taking sufficient account of the clinal variation characteristic of so much of worldwide demographic structure [36, 37] . A simpler and more easily interpreted approach to the complex task of distinguishing patterns of admixed SNP variation from those of unadmixed ancestral populations, is to superimpose individuals with unknown ancestry alongside reference population data on distance matrices generated by multi-dimensional scaling systems such as PCA. In forensic analysis it is beneficial to have a flexible system of ancestry inference that can easily handle single SNP profiles without using lengthy and PC-intensive calculations (typified by STRUCTURE). Therefore we have improved forensic ancestry analysis using real-time tools in two ways. Firstly, by adding a co-ancestry component estimator in Snipper based on the ratio of each likelihood to the sum of all likelihoods (the number of ancestries defined by the training set data uploaded). Secondly, by developing scripts that position de-novo AIM-SNP profiles on top of reference data PCA plots (such as Fig. 5B ) using the first and second principal component percentages to define the profile's plot axes [http://mathgene.usc.es/snipper/analysismultipleprofiles.html]. In this way, visualization of complex genetic data in simple 2-D space can bring a more intuitive approach to ancestry inference, aided by this study's advances in assembling some of the most informative AIM-SNPs for forensic use.
